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:"",• simple arguments yield a qualitative estimate of the amount and character ot the polarization phenomena. The tact'that the first Born approximation yields a polarization is a consequence of the use of a complex central potent~al.
The polarization is a result of the selective absorption of nucleons scattered with spins up (j : ,R.f ~) and with spins down (j = L-i).
It is the purpose ot this note to point out that the Born approximation result. for the polarization is independent of the shape of the nuclear potential if the spin-orbit potential is taken to be proportional to the 4 gradient· or the central nuclear potential • The central· potentia! is taken to be V 0 (r) : (u 0 + iw 0 ) e{r) in Mev, where e (r) represents the radial dependence of the potential. The spin orbit potential is taken to be The polarization is thus independent or the shape or the nuclear potential, except that Uo• w 0 and jJ" must be adjusted to yield the total and absorption cross sections for a particular choice of the radial dependence, e<r). The result is also independent or the target nucleus unless such a 
